
Each child has the right  
to be accepted and valued.

Each child must be accepted 
and valued. 

 

Each child can
be accepted and valued.

Now.

We work for that.
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WHO ARE WE?

The Centre for Inclusive Education (CIE) is a non-governmental organisation 
whose main aim is to promote inclusive school environment as a quality 
standard in education. We support schools in their development towards 
communities of shared values and vision so that children are supported to 
develop their capacities and to overcome hardships, teachers feel supported 
and confident that they can cope with the growing challenges, and parents 
assume their responsibility in partnership with schools.

OUR MISSION

It is our belief that every child must be included and valued. The Centre for 
Inclusive Education works to promote social inclusion and quality education for 
all children.

OUR OBJECTIVES

• To support professionals in the field of education who work with school 
children with various educational capacities and needs in a way that will 
make them confident to teach and support children effectively and to 
create inclusive school environment for all.

• To raise the awareness of educational and social institutions and 
strengthen their capacity to ensure and meet child safeguarding and child 
participation standards.

• To raise awareness and sensitize national and local decision makers about 
the philosophy and problems of inclusive education and child protection. 

• To stir the interest and gain the support of Bulgaria’s citizens, donor 
organisations and businesses about causes dealing with quality education, 
child safeguarding and child participation. 



Year 2017 was a hurricane. It blew in so 
many different things, it mixed them up so 
vehemently, in such a rapid manner, that I 
am apprehensive whether and how year 
2018 will exceed the past year. Almost all 
things were good and bore fruits: a lot of 
development at our Centre, new acquaint-
ances and ideas, new roads and pathways.

Is there something we learnt in the midst of 
all this whirlwind, which seems truly impor-
tant to me? There is. I think we can afford 
being idealists. We even must be idealists... 
Surely, it is much easier to ridicule, criticize 

and be discontented, and rightly so; destruction is more inherent to us than crea-
tion. If we have our values though, albeit unpopular at present, we should be also 
strong enough to share them.  And instead of fretting and fuming about absence 
of meaningful policies and action in our present-day society, we should rather 
offer different ones. Offering a choice to those who are looking for one is quite 
something. Then someone may want to give it a try… And if this happens, it is 

ecause there was a choice in the rst place. e, idealists, are this choice  alon  
with all our vulnerability and all our strength.

There were also things in the past year which were sad. The saddest of them were 
my meetings with children with no dreams and with callous adult cynics. On the 
list of my personal enemies, the feelin  of helplessness ran s in the top four  and 
it is precisely helplessness that comes up at such meetings, hand in hand with 
sadness. o me, if a child has no dreams, if he or she can t  or even worse, sees 
no point in dreamin   then our whole villa e, for od s sa e, our whole damn vil-
lage that is required to raise a child has failed.

We had a headlong start into this year (after all, it is the daughter of 2017) with a 
single wish and a single prayer: to be idealists and to have no dreamless children.

Iva Boneva, 
Executive Director, Centre for Inclusive Education

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR



1. It took a lot of talking and work to establish the term “inclusive 
education”.

2. With our active support, the new Pre-School and School Education 
Act saw inclusive education being introduced as part of its philosophy 
and vision of quality education.

3. We hosted the largest DISES international forum on inclusive educa-
tion, and our Executive Director Iva Boneva was awarded the 2017 Distin-
guished International Leadership Award. 

4. As years went by, our team also increased – from three to twenty people.

5. We initiated a Professional Community of Inclusive Education – an 
informal organisation of people working in the field of education who 
consider the assertion of inclusive education principles part of their per-
sonal aspirations. 

6. We maintain the largest resource site in the field of inclusive educa-
tion, priobshti.se. The training events and courses we offer on the issues 
of inclusive education, child protection, child participation and global 
education are among the best ones. 

7. Our annual conferences on inclusive education are a meeting plat-
form of the best professionals, both from abroad and in Bulgaria, who con-
sider inclusive education to be their personal cause.

8. We defend our causes daily – One School for All, Children – Safe and 
Protected, and Children in the Big World.

9. We established the first ever Bulgarian Model for building inclusive 
school environment under the One School for All Programme and we de-
velop methodology to keep children in school under the School Makes 
Sense Programme. 

10. The fundraising campaign entitled “Zhivko the Giraffe and friends 
help children with learning difficulties who spent the first years of their 
lives in institutions“ turned 7 years old, while Slanchica online store and 
the Sunny House consultation facility still help thousands of children to 
learn in a funny way.

10th anniversary of the  
CENTRE FOR INCLUSIVE EDUCATION 

10 out of 10



WE TURNED 10 YEARS OLDWE LAUNCHED OUR NEW SITE  
in three languages – Bulgarian, 
English and Russian, and renewed 
our visual identity. 

WE MOVED INTO OUR OWN NEW OFFICE 
in Sofia, at 133 Knyaz Boris I Street.

WE CELEBRATED OUR 
BIRTHDAY  in Studio 5 
together with friends 
and fellow-thinkers. 
Our special guest was Stefan Valdobrev.

WE GOT THE RECOGNITION OF COLLEAGUES AND FRIENDS

NGO Portal’s award in the category 
of „Organisation having most 

publications”.
DISES decided to award its  

2018 Distinguished International Leadership Award 
to Iva Boneva, Executive Director of the  

Centre for Inclusive Education.

2016 Project of the Year award for 
the One School for All Programme 

by Tulip Foundation. 

Our special guest was Stefan Valdobrev.Our special guest was Stefan Valdobrev.Our special guest was Stefan Valdobrev.Our special guest was Stefan Valdobrev.



Map of the schools we worked 
with throughout the year:

2763 children3475 parents

2542 school principals,

teachers and specialists

In 2017 the Centre for Inclusive 
Education worked with:
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Vidin

Sofia

Panagyurishte

Dobrich

Brezovo

Dolni Pasarel

Botevgrad

Bohot

Dimitrovgrad

Teteven
Brestnitsa Pavlikeni

Vetren





OUR TEAM

Dimitar Lazarov
Strategies, Policies and 
Programmes Director

Dimitar LazarovDimitar Lazarov

Dobrin Georgiev 
Administrative and Process 

Coordinator

Dobrin Georgiev Elisaveta Tarakdji
Training and Development 

Specialist

Elisaveta TarakdjiElisaveta Tarakdji

Denitsa Davidkova
Building and Development of 

Communities, School Mediation

Denitsa DavidkovaDenitsa Davidkova

Evgeniy Dimitrov 
Training and Development 

Specialist

Evgeniy DimitrovEvgeniy Dimitrov

Antonia Smokova-Tokić 
Training Manager

Antonia Smokova-TokićAntonia Smokova-Tokić

Desislava Koleva-Stanislowsky 
Training and Development Specialist
Desislava Koleva-StanislowskyDesislava Koleva-Stanislowsky

Victoria Troyanova
Educational Methodologies 

and Development Expert, 
Psychologist

Victoria TroyanovaVictoria TroyanovaBilyana Popova 
Finance and Administration 

Manager

Bilyana PopovaBilyana Popova

Iva Boneva
Executive Director

https://www.cie.bg/en/cat/TEAM
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Lilia Krasteva-Peeva 
Research, Analyses, and 
Methodologies Director, 

Monitoring and Evaluation

Lilia Krasteva-PeevaLilia Krasteva-Peeva

Latinka Ducheva
Communications Manager

Latinka DuchevaLatinka Ducheva

Liliya Arakchieva 
Project Manager

Liliya ArakchievaLiliya Arakchieva

Tsvetan Kadiev
Project Manager
Tsvetan KadievTsvetan Kadiev

Elitsa Ignatova 
Programme Support Coordinator

Elitsa IgnatovaElitsa Ignatova

Stella Petrova 
Chief Accountant
Stella PetrovaStella Petrova

Margarita  
Asparuhova-Kandilarova

Educational Methodologies and 
Development Expert

Margarita Margarita 

Stefka Chincheva
Training and Development 

Specialist, Psychologist

Development Expert

Stefka ChinchevaStefka Chincheva

Kamelia Ilieva
Communications and 
Partnerships Expert

Kamelia IlievaKamelia Ilieva

Stefan Stefanov
Project Manager

Stefan StefanovStefan Stefanov



The Ordinance on Inclusive Education entered into force at the end of 2016. Our ob-
ser ations are that the re uired nancial resources, methodological guidance and   suf-

cient number of uality trainings for local specialists and teachers were not supplied 
on time in order to implement what the Ordinance envisaged. In the spring of 2017 the 
Centre too  part in the rst wor ing group which had to de elop amendment propos-
als. The group agreed that the Ordinance had to be amended along three lines: reduction 
of administrative documentation; restricting the role of parents in the process of child 
support; improving interinstitutional coordination and introducing deadlines for receiving 
cooperation by institutions which are involved in the provision of that support. Later, in the 
summer of 2017, the new Ministry of Education leadership took a decision to overhaul the 
Ordinance without pausing to see and evaluate what failed to work out well and to what 
extent. We had the impression that the amendments were aimed at easing the general 
tension caused by the new Act and its accompanying standards, while the Ministry did 
make efforts to consider and gather various proposals for changes.  

As a result, the text was adopted as a brand new Ordinance on Inclusive Education in the 
autumn of 2017. Regretfully, only a minor part of the Centre’s proposals were accepted. 
The rest is expected to get on the agenda of the executive power with the aim to support 
kindergartens, schools and municipalities in the course of their daily work. 

ADVOCACY

Inclusive education – part of every 
child’s right to education



What should be done from now on?

We think that the most immediate need is for the MoE to initiate an open discussion on 
clarifying the process and amount of nancing for general and supplementary support 
at school. Support should be agreed on and allocated to schools that make additional 
systemic efforts to introduce inclusive practices. Another important focus of work is in-
terinstitutional cooperation and the need of deliberate on action to improve it. The suc-
cessful introduction of inclusive education and the change of public attitudes to it requires 
interaction between educational, social and health structures at national and local level.

National Council for Child Protection 

The Centre for Inclusive Education is among the 12 new civil organisations elected to be 
members of the National Council for Child Protection with a year term of of ce. he 
Council is a body of the State Agency for Child Protection with consultative and coordina-
tion functions. It has the task to propose, discuss and coordinate the strategic priorities of 
child protection government policies.

 
Participation in key events 
dealing with inclusive 
education

In 2017 the Centre responded to 
numerous invitations by higher 
education institutions o a ni-
versity “St. Kliment Ohridski”; "St. 
Cyril and St. Methodius" ni ersity 
of Veliko Tarnovo), by the Ministry 
of Education and Science, and by 
international partners (the interna-
tional conference of the Council 
for Exceptional Children in Bos-
ton,  to present the results of 
its work under the One School for 
All Programme and to get involved 
in the discussions over inclusive 
education in the Bulgarian legisla-
tion.  



ЕДНО УЧИЛИЩЕ ЗА ВСИЧКИ

One School for All Programme

The One School for All Programme is implemented at two phases in 
the period    with the support of the America for Bulgaria 
Foundation. 

As a result of hard field work with five partner schools during the Programme's first phase, 
we created the first ever Bulgarian Model for organisation of school processes towards 
building inclusive school environment.

What is the Model about?

The Model offers a systemic approach which applies the principles of organizational 
development and helps mainstream schools plan and allocate their own resources and 
internal processes in such a way as to develop as inclusive schools. 

The Model sets a clear framework of six consecutive stages of work for applying the 
philosophy of inclusive education in practice, while allowing to take into consideration 
the uniquie features of every individual school. Below are the key steps of work under the 
Model:

One School for All is 
our most encompassing 

and wide-reaching cause, our 
reason for being. Our ultimate goal 

is comprehensive introduction and appli-
cation of the principles of inclusive education.

ЕДНО УЧИЛИЩЕ ЗА ВСИЧКИ One School for All is One School for All is One School for All
our most encompassing 

and wide-reaching cause, our 
reason for being. Our ultimate goal 

is comprehensive introduction and appli

ONE SCHOOL FOR ALL 

https://www.cie.bg/en/one-school-for-all-programme-phase-123
https://www.us4bg.org/
https://www.cie.bg/en/causa/One-School-for-All


They are managed and coordinated by a specially created school leadership team con-
sisting of the school principal, his/her deputies and a core of teachers and specialists. At 
the rst step Analysis), it is crucial to have as much of the school team involved as possi-
ble, so that the change is triggered along an objective pathway including common efforts. 
By using the Self-Assessment tool developed by the Centre, schools can identify their 
priorities of improvement and policy/practice development in the following four areas:  
(1) School management, (2) Teaching practice, (3) Child safeguarding, and (4) Partnership 
with parents.

Inclusive school environment turns into reality once progress 
in the above areas is observed and once all stakehold-
ers in the school life feel they are an intrinsic part of 
the process of change – school management, 
teachers and specialists, parents and pu-
pils. Every one of them needs support 
and motivation, and the school 
team in particular needs spe-
cialized support in the form 
of training and consulta-
tions in order to introduce 
change in the most sustainable 
and inclusive way possible. 

 



At an inception training event and a general get-together meeting held in Plovdiv, Phase 
1 “veteran” schools welcomed their colleagues offering them advice and shared experi-
ence. A couple of regional meetings and training events followed in Tryavna and Bankya 
where we focused mostly on the process of planning and setting achievable and motiva-
tional goals.  

Teachers from the 13 partner schools participated in a workshop on “Classroom 
Management. Transition Periods” with Jacob Hackett, Clinical Assistant Professor at 

eor ia tate niversity Colle e of Education and uman evelopment, , and octor 
of Philosophy at the niversity of ashin ton, Seattle, being a member of the Model’s 
advisory team. Ideas were outlined how to make classes more interactive and interesting, 
and how to motivate students to be actively involved in them. The participants also tested 
self re ection and self obser ation techni ues which can be used in the classroom.

In the beginning of school year 2017/2018, the school teams developed action plans in 
different elds, which contained speci c ob ecti es and acti ities to be implemented by 
June 2018. In October and November, total 183 teachers and specialists involved in the 
Model participated in thematic training under the above 4 different areas, depending on 
what they decided to focus their efforts on during the year. 

What happened this year, or how did we make inclusion happen with 
the help of the Model, from Sofia to Dobrich?

In 2017 we included 10 new schools in the Programme, which were selected through a 
competition comprising 3 stages, and we started building sustainable inclusive environ-
ment together:

We are still working with 3 of the Phase 1 pilot schools:

At an inception training event and a general get-together meeting held in Plovdiv, Phase Phase 

We are still working with 3 of the  pilot schools:

St. Cyril and St. Methodius 
Primary School 

Botevgrad

Hristo Botev 202nd  
Primary School 

Dolni Pasarel

Zahary Stoyanov 104th 
Primary School 

Sofia

Nesho Bonchev 
Secondary School

Panagyurishte

St. Cyril and St. Methodius 
Primary School

Vetren

Bratya Miladinovi 97th 
Secondary School

Sofia

Vassil Levski 156th 
Primary School 

Sofia

Bacho Kiro 
Secondary School 

Pavlikeni

Hadzhi Gencho 
Elementary School 

Teteven

Anton Strashimirov  
Primary School 

Bohot

Lyuben Karavelov 
Secondary School 

Dobrich

Hristo Botev 
Primary School 

Brestnitsa

Pencho Slaveykov  
Primary School 

Dimitrovgrad



Under Phase II of the One School for All Programme we also set up an Advisors’ 
Board with the main goal to generate ideas and advice on the Programme 
work. The Board consists of six prominent experts of different backgrounds 
in the field of educational and social policies: journalist Ekaterina Popova 
who is experienced in government sector PR; Blagovesta Borcheva, state 
expert at MoE Inclusive Education Directorate; Nadya Shabani, Director of the 
Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law and former SACP Chairperson; Stefan 
Michev, former long-year principal of a primary school in Troyan town; Elena 
Atanassova, Monitoring and Evaluation Officer, UNICEF Bulgaria; Tzvetelina 
Iossifova, founder and Director of the Red House Centre for Culture and Debate, 
highly experienced in psychotherapy.

We take pride in  
3 publications which we 

released in 2017 and which 
support teachers in the field of 

Teaching Practice: 
• Entry notebook of first-grade 

teachers 
• Notebook of first-grade teachers

• Notebook of fifth-grade 
teachers

highly experienced in psychotherapy.

support teachers in the field of 

• Entry notebook of first-grade 

• Notebook of first-grade teachers

highly experienced in psychotherapy.

• Notebook of first-grade teachers

All three notebooks 
contain tools needed 

by teachers to identify 
any learning difficulties and 

strengths during the transition 
periods of first and fifth grades, 

as well as aids offering ideas 
for support both at school 

and at home.



ЕДНО УЧИЛИЩЕ ЗА ВСИЧКИ

Looking Forward to My Future – School Makes 
Sense Programme   

One School for All  
is our most encompassing 

and wide-reaching cause, our 
reason for being. Our ultimate goal is 

comprehensive introduction and application 
of the principles of inclusive education.

ЕДНО УЧИЛИЩЕ ЗА ВСИЧКИ
One School for All

is our most encompassing 
and wide-reaching cause, our 

reason for being. Our ultimate goal is 
comprehensive introduction and application 

SCHOOL MAKES SENSE

hat the oo in  orward to y uture  chool a es ense 
Programme does:

The Programme has developed a methodology and a tool to keep children in school 
by increasing their motivation for learning and by adding practical value to lessons 
learned in class. This is done through voluntary and long-term commitment by children in 
the sixth grade together with professionals and businesses in the local communities. The 
children s isits are made with teachers who teach in sub ects from the rele ant scienti c 
area. The task of the teacher is to link the practical activities with the teaching content.

The Programme is focused on children’s motivation to learn and on the need of having 
a larger community involved – parents, teachers, educational institutions, local profes-
sionals, who assume the shared responsibility to throw a bridge between school and chil-
dren’s professional lives.  

What happened in 2017?

• School children in Brezovo and Teteven held 156 activities with professionals and 
teachers in occupational areas of their choice. 

• At the start of 2017 we held a general 
meeting with teachers and their partnering 
professionals in order to discuss success-
es, obstacles and next-year plans.

The Programme is implemented in partner-
ship with Hristo Smirnenski Secondary 
School in Brezovo and Georgi Benkovski 
Secondary School in Teteven from 2016 to 

 with the nancial support of the Velux Foundations, Denmark.

https://www.cie.bg/en/Looking-Forward-My-Future-School-Makes
https://www.cie.bg/en/causa/School-Makes-Sense
https://veluxfoundations.dk/en


• We launched a process of filming the 
Programme and spent  lming days inter-
viewing children, professionals and teachers; 
we also lmed children s acti ities with the 
professionals.

• We held a seaside summer camp with 
80 children from both towns. For six days 
we not only played together a lot but also 
learned how to have fun together. We held in-
depth interviews with the children, which we 
later analyzed and summarized.

• Two closing events demonstrated what 
six-graders had experienced in the previ-
ous school year and two opening events 
welcomed new six-graders to School Makes 
Sense.

• We gathered huge volumes of data: sur-
veys and interviews with pupils, parents and 
teachers, in order to nd out the best way of implementing the 
Programme.

• We decided to continue working with seven-graders who 
completed the Programme in order to further promote their 
motivation and their sense of personal achievements. Sev-
en-graders developed their own projects for school environ-
ment transformation, which we funded. 

teachers, in order to nd out the best way of implementing the teachers, in order to nd out the best way of implementing the See the activities 
and interviews of the 
children in our video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HP6_4v8Z2Sw?&cc_lang_pref=en;&cc_load_policy=1


Results after the first year of field work:

 
27% of the children have 
changed their dreams as a 

result of the Programme.

27%27%

Class absences 
have decreased by 
20% compared to 

absences of the same 
children in the previous 

year.

Professionals’ readiness 
to allocate their own funds 
to continue the Programme 
as a result of their one-year 
work with the children in-

creased by  

69%

27%27%
changed their dreams as a changed their dreams as a 

result of the result of the 

27%27%27%27%
changed their dreams as a changed their dreams as a 

result of the result of the 

27%27%27%27%
changed their dreams as a changed their dreams as a 
27%27%

The number of 
teachers who are 
looking for direct 

contacts with parents 
has increased by  

13,5%

to continue the to continue the 
as a result of their one-year as a result of their one-year 

70% of the children 
declare that school has become 

more interesting to them as a 
result of the work under the 

Programme.

69%69%69%69%

50% of the children have 
increased their knowledge 
in subjects related to the 

Programme.

The number of The number of 
teachers who are teachers who are 
looking for direct looking for direct 

contacts with parents contacts with parents 
has increased by  has increased by  

in subjects related to the in subjects related to the 

contacts with parents contacts with parents 
has increased by  has increased by  

in subjects related to the in subjects related to the 

contacts with parents contacts with parents 

The number of par-
ents who think that it 

would be good for their chil-
dren to develop a life plan at 

this stage has increased 
by 20%

ProgrammeProgramme

50%50%
increased their knowledge increased their knowledge 

ProgrammeProgramme

The number of 
parents who are looking 
for direct contacts with 
schools has increased 

by 9%

Intermediate evaluation of the Programme by an external expert:

• The Programme reinforces schools’ capacity to involve local communities in joint 
activities; teachers’ capacity to expand their teaching skills and show leadership abilities; 
parents’ capacity to open up to their children’s studies and become more actively involved 
in those; children’s capacity to follow their dreams and to make conscious and informed 
choices.



• The Programme develops attitudes and 
skills of civic behaviour in school environ-
ment.

• The Programme guides the partici-
pants towards overcoming challenges, 
attitudes and behaviours that lead to a 
standstill in each of the groups. It chal-
lenges inertia, passivity, reticence, indiffer-
ence, conformism and fear.

• The Programme has so far shown re-
sults which make it suitable for scaling 
up. he analysis of the nal data will indi-
cate what speci c steps should be ta en 
for its future development.



What is it like to be a  
six-grader in Bulgaria?

Right before the start of the school 
year we presented detailed infograph-
ics of the ndings of a nationally rep-
resentative survey of six-graders’ at-
titudes.

Какво е да си
шестокласник
в България
Замисляли ли сте се, че рядко говорим за 
децата в 6 клас? Вълнува ни 5-ти клас, защото 
тогава се сменят учителите, и 7-ми, защото 
тогава се кандидатства. А 6-ти клас е много, 
много важен - а за много деца и дори критичен 
– тогава те формират своите възгледи за 
живота, започват да мислят за своето 
бъдеще и има най-голям риск да загубят 
мотивация да ходят на училище.

За да разберем по-добре какво мислят и 
очакват децата в 6-ти клас, ние от Центъра 
за приобщаващо образование с подкрепата на 
фондации Велукс направихме първото 
национално представително проучване на 
шестокласниците. Ето какво открихме: 

52% 
момичета 

48% 
момчета 

57 000

Момичетата мечтаят най-силно
да станат адвокати и лекари 

В свободното си време 
момичетата най-често излизат 
навън или слушат музика 

A момчетата играят футбол 
или компютърни игри

A момчетата - 
футболисти или 
полицаи 

19% 18% 47% 20%

32% 28%23% 17%

95%
от тях смятат, че е важно
да се ходи на училище, 
защото:

 
45%

са готови да избягат 
от час при първа 
възможност

И въпреки това 

Но има една добра новина 
Получаваш нови знания 

Намираш си по-хубава работа 

Срещаш приятели 

Но това се дължи основно на 
сериалите, които гледат - нито 
едните, нито другите имат план 
как да постигнат тези професии

Но като цяло нямат
изградени устойчиви

интереси и хобита

33%

21%

58%

57%

10%

ЗАЩОТО УЧИЛИЩЕТО НЕ Е АДЕКВАТНО СПРЯМО 
ИЗИСКВАНИЯТА НА СЪВРЕМЕННИТЕ ДЕЦА 

Основенизвод!

защо?

физическото 
възпитание 

изобразителното
 изкуство историята

географията английският 

информационните 
технологии 

76% 43% 40%

35% 31%

За любими предмети 
шестокласниците посочват 

Лошата новина е, че децата не харесват 
най-важните за развитието си предмети.

Най-нехаресвани са 

математиката 

Но това не е защото 
не харесват учителите си – напротив

от 
шестокласниците 

харесват 
учителите си

от децата смятат, 
че са трудни

ги смятат за абсолютно 
безинтересни

казват, че 
учителите им 

помагат с 
допълнителна
та подготовка

казват, че 
именно 

учителите 
най-много им 

харесват в 
училище

се страхуват, че ще се провалят в ученето – това им пречи 
да учат нови неща

се тревожат от подигравки на съученици – това им пречи да 
растат уверени в себе си

се боят от агресия в училище – това им пречи да изграждат 
лично достойнство

79% 56%

59% 46%

26%

Основната причина е, че

ДЕЦАТА НЕ РАЗБИРАТ КАКВА Е ПОЛЗАТА ОТ ТЕЗИ ПРЕДМЕТИ 
И НАЧИНЪТ НА ПРЕПОДАВАНЕТО ИМ Е СКУЧЕН  

Това означава, че 
класно-урочната форма 

на преподаване масово се 
проваля да вдъхнови 

децата за учене, и голяма 
част от тях са в риск да 
загубят интереса си към 

най-важните предмети за 
своето развитие. 

57%

37%

18%

23%

18%

14%

12%

10%

Освен това най-големите им страхове 
са свързани с училището: 

И като добавим към това факта, че

от 
шестокласниците 
живеят в крайно 
бедни семейства

им се налага да 
работят, за да 
изкарват пари 

ежедневно 
пътуват до 

училище в друго 
селище

не живеят с 
родителите си

имат трудности с 
българския език

Често да се обяснява на децата 
защо това, което учат, е важно и как 

може да се приложи в живота

Да се преподава извън класната стая, в среда, свързана с темите на 
урока. Училището да се отвори навън и при всяка възможност да 
среща децата с хора извън училището, защото в местната общност 

има голям неизползван ресурс, който училището може да 
привлече. 

Да се въведат повече практически 
занятия и уроци, свързани с учене 

чрез правене

Се оказва, че поне 30% от шестокласниците в България 
са в риск да изгубят мотивация за учене или дори да 
прекъснат образованието си. 

А това не бива да случва!

30%

Затова ето няколко простички неща, които, ако 
се случват по-често в училище, ще събудят

 интереса на децата към ученето:

В края на учебната 2015/2016 година Център за приобщаващо образование възложи и реализира 
мащабно социологическо изследване сред учениците от VI клас. В това многоцелево изследване бяха 
съчетани както качествени, така и количествени методи. Използван бе методът на пряката 
групова анкета с 42 въпроса, от които 17 открити.

С подкрепата на:

Key highlights: 

• 46% of the children think 
that important subjects (such as 
maths, history, geography, Eng-
lish) are completely dull

• Favorite subjects are physical 
education  (76%), painting (57%), 
and music (56%);

• 95% think that going to school 
is important, and 79% like their 
teachers;

• It is not aggression that is iden-
tified to be children’s top problem  
(just 18%), but fear of academic 
failure (56%).

• 23% of six-graders live in ex-
treme poverty and 18% have trou-
ble with the Bulgarian language.

The study also indicates that 30% of 
Bulgarian six-graders are at risk of 
losing interest in their studies and 

even dropping out from school. 

https://www.cie.bg/cache/files/183.pdf


Какво е да си
шестокласник
в България
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децата в 6 клас? Вълнува ни 5-ти клас, защото 
тогава се сменят учителите, и 7-ми, защото 
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52% 
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С подкрепата на:

In this regard, the Centre for 
Inclusive Education shares 
several recommendations:

• It should often be demonstrated to 
children why the content they study is 
important and how it could be applied in 
life;

• More practical activities and classes 
should be introduced for learning by 
doing;

• Teaching outside classrooms should be 
promoted, in a context linked to lessons’ 
topics. Schools should open up and use 
every opportunity to meet children with 
people from outside school, because 
local communities offer huge untapped 
resources that may be utilized by schools.

Read more about the 
results of the survey:

https://www.cie.bg/cache/files/183.pdf
https://www.cie.bg/en/infographic-6th-graders-en


Safeguarding 
children is one of the 

most si ni cant causes of the 
Centre for Inclusive Education. Having 

internal policies and procedures in place ensuring 
that children are protected against abuse by peers and adults is an important 

part of the process of building inclusive environment, and the Centre is working 
consistently to promote these standards in Bulgarian educational institutions.

Safeguarding 
children is one of the 

most si ni cant causes of the 
Centre for Inclusive Education. Having 

CHILDREN – SAFE AND PROTECTED

As a regional representative of 
the Keeping Children Safe¹ global 
network in Eastern Europe, our 
work continues to be focused on 
providing support to other organi-
sations to introduce and reinforce 
child safeguarding internal organi-
zational measures. 

 e day wor shop was held with the teams of SOS Children’s Villages in Russia and the 
former CIS countries on the subject of in-house investigation.  

In Bulgaria we delivered workshops to 11 organisations that are part of Reach for Change, 
the Bulgarian accelerator of social entrepreneurs, which were focused on introducing 
minimum safeguarding measures to the work with children. 

We nali ed a si month process of e aluation and support to the de elopment of safe-
guarding measures and policies at organizational level of all 19 Bulgarian organisations 
funded by the Oak Foundation. 

We supported our colleagues at the Social Activities and Practice Institute (SAPI) in the 
process of translation and adaptation of a manual outlining minimum child safeguarding 
standards in educational institutions, along with two-day training of representatives of the 

e SAPI regional of ces focused on de eloping basic training competencies on the topic 
of child protection. 

1 Keeping Children Safe – an active international network founded in 2001 which represents a com-
mitment by organisations working with and for children worldwide to protect children by applying and 
promoting a set of robust and comprehensive safeguarding standards that every organisation can 
and should observe.

https://www.cie.bg/en/causa/Children-safe-and-protected
https://www.cie.bg/en/causa/Children-safe-and-protected
https://www.keepingchildrensafe.org.uk/
https://www.keepingchildrensafe.org.uk/
https://www.keepingchildrensafe.org.uk/


At the Annual Conference of the members of the Keeping Children Safe international net-
work, which was held in May in London, the Centre presented its experience in working 
with the partner schools under the One School for All Programme; with our support, they 
are making efforts to introduce and ensure safe and calm environment for children and 
adults in the schools. 

Our partner schools underwent training on development of evaluation and risk preven-
tion procedures, on how to report concerns, on staff selection and hiring, ethical rules 
of conduct when working with children, information and communication management, 
training, monitoring and evaluation of the effectiveness of undertaken initiatives. All these 
documents and activities ensure 
that organisations make efforts 
to avoid in their work conditions 
of any form of violence against 
children. 

If you happen to have any doubts 
about possible violence against 
children, you can visit the Cen-
tre's website and ll in an online 
questionnaire which will help you 
understand whether your doubts 
are grounded and whether you 
should proceed with whistleblow-
ing. These questionnaires may be 
used by a wide circle of people 
working with children – teachers, 
educators, school psychologists, 
social workers, employees in the 

eld of social ser ices pro ided 
to children and families, police of-

cers, medical doctors and oth-
ers alike, and also parents, rela-
tives and families.



PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY 
OF INCLUSIVE EDUCATION

On 10 February 2017 the Centre for Inclusive Education initiated the establishment of 
a Professional Community of Inclusive Education. The Community is an informal gather-
ing of people with common interests and shared alues in the eld of inclusi e education. 
It numbers over 60 members, among them school principals, teachers, psychologists, 
speech therapists, university teachers, resource teachers, school mediators, etc. They 
meet together 3 times a year at two-day plenary sessions where they share experience 
and discuss cases observed in their practice.

The Community work is focused on changing attitudes, improving legislation and support-
ing school practice in order to achieve better understand-
ing and assert the principles of inclusive education. 

One of the tasks that the Professional Commu-
nity of Inclusive Education has set is to dis-
cuss and voice its public opinions on topical 
issues dealing with inclusive education.

ing school practice in order to achieve better understand-
ing and assert the principles of inclusive education. 

Professional Commu
 has set is to dis-

cuss and voice its public opinions on topical 

ing school practice in order to achieve better understand
ing and assert the principles of inclusive education. 

Professional Commu
-

ing and assert the principles of inclusive education. 

Professional Commu-
In 2017, apart from 

its constituent assembly, 
the Community held two 

field working meetings, in 
June and October, which 
resulted in statements on 
the issues of aggression 
in schools and drop-out 

pupils.



• Aggression and the role of school in 
children’s lives;

• Defining and responding to aggres-
sion;

• Various aggressors;

• Required specialists;

• Inclusion/role of children;

• Inclusion/role of parents;

• The role of institutions.

• How do children learn?

• What are the goals pursued by 
schools?

• What should children learn?

• How are we supporting children?

• Parents – standing in the way or be-
ing of help?

• Teachers – should they and can they 
change

ression at school  sanctions and prevention. Could we use 
alternatives to punishment?

The opinion of the Community is that aggression in schools turns into an issue of great 
public signi cance only in the wa e of cases that are publicly circulated. ftentimes, 
whenever aggression is discussed, the focus is on sanctions without discussing the root 
causes and how aggression could be prevented. The Community members presented 
their obser ations and proposals, based on their long year e perience and daily eld 
work, under 7 key points:

How can we bring back to the classroom not only children but also the 
meaning of learning?

School drop-out rates and data about children’s low motivation to develop their potential 
at school are deeply concerning. We asked ourselves a question: “Where are we missing 
the point?”, and the questions outnumbered the answers. We arose our sensitivity to ana-
lyze and respond timely to the alarming signs that are around us.

As a Professional Community of Inclusive Education we should remember the meaning of 
public education whenever elaborating policies and mechanisms. What kind of adults do 
we want to see our children turning into? What do we want them to know and can? What 
do we want to see happening to them while growing up? Keeping the meaning helps us 
preserve our energy and not waste it on solving individual problems while losing sight of 
the essence of learning, namely – unfolding the potential of every one individually and of 
all together as a whole.



2017 INCLUSIVE EDUCATION CONFERENCE

The Fifth Annual Conference of the Centre 
for Inclusive Education (9 December 2017, In-
ter po entre, o a  gathered together more 
than 300 school principals, teachers, parents 
and specialists with the following message: 
Schools are not alone in the process of inclu-
sion. In the eld of education, inclusion implies 
making connections between schools and 
their surrounding communities. The inclusion 
process is successful only if all stakeholders 
– school teams, parents, community partners 
such as local institutions, businesses, non-gov-
ernmental organisations – are in this together. 

The Conference was opened by Denitsa Sacheva, 
eputy inister of ducation and cience  . . 

Søren Jacobsen, ambassador of the Kingdom  
of Denmark to Bulgaria; Marina Kirova, Counse-
lor on Economic Governance and European Se-
mester at the Representation of the European 
Commission in Bulgaria; and Natalia Miteva, 
Program Director, Education and Libraries, 
America for Bulgaria Foundation.

with the support of:

https://www.cie.bg/en/conference-2017
https://www.us4bg.org/
https://www.unicef.org/
https://veluxfoundations.dk/en


The Conference’s guest speakers Dar-
rell Cole and Lasha Stordeur (Career Trek 
Inc., Canada) told the audience how they 
motivate youth in the Canadian Province 
of Manitoba to continue learning through 
a number of meetings in various profes-
sional domains.

The Centre for Inclusive Education pre-
sented the Looking Forward to My Future 

 chool a es ense ro ramme which elaborated methodology to keep children at 
school by increasing their motivation for learning and by giving practical value of lessons 
learned in class; the Programme is implemented in partnership with Hristo Smirnenski 
Secondary School in Brezovo and with eor i en ovs i econdary chool in Teteven. 

Three panel discussions dwelt on how and why it is important for schools themselves to 
attract partners; why businesses play an important role in increasing children’s motiva-
tion to continue their education and contribute to the establishment of vital and active 
local communities; how schools should establish meaningful partnerships with local in-
stitutions, resulting in long term ef cient practices.

We all – schools, parents, local communities and the society – want quality education 
and want to have children understand themselves and their surrounding world. Therefore 
our ultimate goal is not simply keep children in schools but also keep the meaning of at-
tending school.

An exhibition was held on 
the sidelines of the event 
by organisations in the 

eld of education, 
which showed their 
materials and pre-
sented their activi-
ties.  
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Watch our video 
of the event:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LsS05bh8jgM?&cc_lang_pref=en;&cc_load_policy=1


International Round Table  
“Including All Children in a Changing World”

In the past year, the largest international 
event on the issues of inclusive 
education was held for the first time 
in Bulgaria. From 25 to 30 June 2017 
the Centre for Inclusive Education 
hosted and co-organized the an-
nual DISES (Division of International 
Special Education and Services) meeting. Being part of the family of the American 
Association of Teachers - Council for Exceptional Children, DISES strives to promote in-
ternational communication, cooperation and progress in education and services pro-
vided to children with special needs and/or exceptionally gifted and talented children. 

More than 80 professionals from 9 countries and 5 continents met together and 
discussed inclusive education processes and problems related to work with emi-
grants arri ing from con ict ones, and also the challenges to the Roma popula-
tion. During their one-week stay in Bulgaria, the DISES representatives met with 
Bulgarian educational experts and teachers in order to hear about their work on ap-
plying inclusive teaching practices, and held a series of workshops in Teteven town.

“This international event provides opportunities to experts in inclusive education from 
all over the world to meet together, share good practice and new ideas. Inclusion means 
philosophy and understanding that difference 
is a value. Respect, tolerance and empathy are 
fundamental values which are at the roots of 
our society being united and inclusive”, said 
Iva Boneva, Executive Director of the Centre 
for Inclusive Education and a member of the 
DISES Board.

http://dises-cec.org/


The Days of Inclusion 2017 second national campaign which pro-
motes the principles and philosophy of inclusive education took 
place from 5 April to 27 May 2017. 

This year, the inclusive teacher was in the spotlight. A contest 
entitled "The Teacher Who Loves All His Students" challenged 
students all over the country to plan a surprise for their favourite 
teacher and record it in a short video. We received 10 videos and 
the winner was awarded a pri e   hot air balloon 
ride o er o a.

The described practices we received in the con-
tests “Inclusive Classroom Practices” and “Practic-
es for inclusion of wider communities in school life” 
showed that inclusive education is a process of 
changing school environment, based on respect 
and acceptance of other people. Good manage-
ment of school processes makes it possible for 
children to improve their capabilities and over-
come dif culties, for teachers to feel supported 
and con dent that they could cope with growing 
challenges, and for parents to assume their re-
sponsibility in partnership with schools.

Popular young vlogger Chris Zahariev supported 
the campaign and the cause of inclusive educa-
tion. The Days of Inclusion ended in a big celebra-
tion in o a s outh ar .

Days of Inclusion 2017 second national campaign which pro
motes the principles and philosophy of inclusive education took 
place from 5 April to 27 May 2017. 

DAYS OF INCLUSION 2017 
NATIONAL CAMPAIGN

 which pro
 took 

 which pro--
Watch a video 
of the event:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_TacgoMb5U


The strongest person in Bulgaria

On National Enlighteners’ Day we launched the campaign “The Strongest Person in 
Bulgaria”. Again, the Bulgarian teacher was in the spotlight. An inspiring video showed 
what significant role teachers play in making children go to school with joy, helping them 
develop and have happy childhoods. 

The plot of the video unfolds in a surprising manner, starting with the question "Who is 
the strongest person in Bulgaria?" and footage of Balkan bodybuilding champion (Skopje, 
2007) Bogomil Yordanov exercising. Then the story takes an 
unexpected turn. The Bulgarian teacher, who turns out 
to be the strongest person, is wonderfully played by 
actress Albena Stavreva.

The campaign triggered a lot of shares and 
positive comments. You can watch the video 

again at www.cie.bg, Campaigns
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Watch the video  
"The strongest person in Bulgaria"

https://www.cie.bg/en/the-strongest-person-bulgaria
https://www.cie.bg/en/the-strongest-person-bulgaria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbkFZeFfyCY?&cc_lang_pref=en;&cc_load_policy=1


"Our New Favourite Places" Campaign

In April 2017, together with Zahary Stoyanov 104th Primary School, Sofia, and Vassil 
Levski Primary School in Pravets, we launched a fundraising campaign entitled “Our 
New Favourite Places”. The goal 
was to support both schools in 
their pursuit to make their envi-
ronment more inclusive.  

The raised funds will help 104th 
Primary School build its own 
sports ground with tness e uip-
ment and hold an Inclusive Leader 
Children’s Academy, while the 
school in Pravets will set up a li-
brary. 

The campaign ran by the end of 
anuary . he nancial sup-

port for its execution was provided under “Contin-
uing and extended support for civil society organ-
isations” Project which is funded by the America 
for Bulgaria Foundation and implemented by 
the ul arian Center for on for ro t aw.

More on the campaign: www.cie.bg, Campaigns

Watch the video  
"The strongest person in Bulgaria"

Let’s improve the school 
environment together.

Let’s improve the school 
environment together.

Our Favourite New Places

Join us!

-
Watch the campaign 

videos:

https://www.cie.bg/bg/nashite-novi-lubimi-mesta
https://www.cie.bg/en/Our-Favourite-New-Places
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdkR7L5keh4?&cc_lang_pref=en;&cc_load_policy=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V37TKYk95vw?&cc_lang_pref=en;&cc_load_policy=1
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EVOLVEMENT 
OF THE TOPIC

Two topics: taking abandoned children out 
of institutions and filing a pre-school and 
school education bill. School aggression or 
inclusive education was hardly mentioned. 
The Centre for Inclusive Education and its 
contribution in this field was present only 
on occasions of specific events held by it. 

The year of inclusive education. The  
entered into force. The number of media 
publications mentioning “children with 
disabilities special needs” increased threefold. 
Materials published on the topic of inclusive 
education were ten times more. The Centre for 
Inclusive Education launched initiatives 
throughout the year, e.g. Days of Inclusion, 
awareness campaigns, etc. and was in the 
spotlight of the media all the time. 

The term “inclusive education” became part of 
the public narrative. Aggression in schools was 
increasingly covered. Through a national 
campaign, which was widely publicized by the 
media, the Centre was in search of the 
Teacher Who oves ll . 

 until uly, incl.

The key topic was the discussion and 
adoption of the Pre-School and chool 
Education Act  which stipulates that 
inclusive education is part of the right to 
education (Article . . The Centre for 
Inclusive Education (CIE  was actively 
involved in public discussions. 

MEDIA REFERENCES TO
Inclusive education

Total

This is how we found out that the topic of 
inclusive education evolved from being just the 
latest and transient-looking trend in the 
Bulgarian education system in the beginning, 
and gradually grew into a well-established term 
used freely by institutions, media and the 
society alike. In the course of just 3 years, 
everyone’s interest in inclusive education was 
spar led, while relevant media publications 
increased tenfold.

until uly, incl.

he study was conducted by analysing total   media materials from  to  
dealing with inclusive education and containing key words such as inclusive education , 

“access to education , “children with disabilities , etc.

BY YEARS

until uly, incl.

BY TYPE OF MEDIA
nalysed media materials

PressRadio Television Internet

We initiated this study in order to trace the 
quality and intensity of debates on inclusive 
education in the past three and a half years, a 
period that started with public consultation on 
the new Pre-School and School Education ct 
in 2014 up until the time when this topic was 
the centrepiece of public education 
discussions in .

NOBODY USED TO
ABOUT INCLUSIVE
EDUCATION
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NOBODY USED TO
ABOUT INCLUSIVE
EDUCATION

VEMENT
OPICOPICOPIC

abandoned children out 
e-school and 

ession or 
mentioned. 

its 

Analysis of the media content related to 
inclusive education in the period  

from 2014 to July 2017 

https://www.cie.bg/en/IzsledvaneDebataIE-ENG


249
343

767

420
юли
2017

2016

2014
2015

www.cie.bg

While in 2014 the term “inclusive education” was mentioned mostly in publications dealing with the 
activities of the Centre for Inclusive Education, by 2017 it was widespread. The overall CIE 
contribution was adequately covered by the media. We believe these are firm indicators that we 
accomplished one of our main goals. The analysis shows that the Centre has become a key 
participant in the public discussion on the topic of inclusive education. 
The popularity of the topic and the interest in it, which were triggered, are a very good foundation of 
future hard work to ensure quality inclusive education for every child. Part of the tasks have been 
clearly defined by media themselves:

INCLUSIVE EDUCATION ACHIEVED ITS FIRST
BIG SUCCESS

Schools are still not prepared to accept every child; what is perceived from the outside is 
division, school principal vs teachers, and the latter in their turn are fearful of parents. 
There is no dialogue between parents and schools, most parents fail to pay real attention to 
their children, they initiate no contacts with institutions, other parents, or teachers, however in 
times of crisis they “take matters into their own hands“;
Institutions lack preparation in development and adoption of regulatory documents, and for this 
reason they tend to succumb to pressure and take a step back from their proclaimed intentions 
and positions.

While in 2014 the term “inclusive education” was mentioned mostly in publications dealing with the 
activities of the Centre for Inclusive EducationEducationE , by 2017 it was widespread. The overall CIE 
contribution was adequately covered by the media. We believe these are firm indicators that we 
accomplished one of our main goals. The analysis shows that the Centre has become a key 
participant in the public discussion on the topic of inclusive education. 
The popularity of the topic and the interest in it, which were triggered, are a very good foundation of 

INCINCINCLLLUSIVE EDUCUSIVE EDUCUSIVE EDUCUSIVE EDUCUSIVE EDUCAAATION TION TION ATION AATION AATION A AAACHIEVED CHIEVED CHIEVED IIITTTS FIRSTS FIRSTS FIRST
BIG SUCCESS

At the same time, no discussions in 
substance have started yet on inclusive 
education as a platform to organise the 
reform of the education system. 

CIE in the media

Read the whole research at:

WIth the support of:

Inclusive Education Debate
Intensity and Quality Survey

(between 2014 and July 2017)

https://www.cie.bg/en/IzsledvaneDebataIE-ENG
https://www.cie.bg/bg/IzsledvaneDebataIE-BGN


"Introduction to Inclusive Education"  
Online Course

The Centre for Inclusive Education developed and launched a free online course on 
getting familiar with inclusive education in order to support teachers, school principals 
and specialists. The course started in October 2016 and within a year more than 1000 
people completed it, half of them teachers, a quarter of them university students.  The 
participants shared that the course proved extremely helpful to them in grasping the 
essence and meaning of inclusive education, and also in getting a structured picture in their 
minds. The larger the number of teachers, students and principals who are familiarized 
with the philosophy and principles of inclusive education, the more comprehensive and 
informed the process of building inclusive school environments will be.

 
 

The free online course 
can be accessed at  
www.priobshti.se

http://priobshti.se/trainings/elektronen-kurs-zapoznavane-s-priobshtavashtoto-obrazovanie
http://priobshti.se/trainings/elektronen-kurs-zapoznavane-s-priobshtavashtoto-obrazovanie
http://priobshti.se/trainings/elektronen-kurs-zapoznavane-s-priobshtavashtoto-obrazovanie
http://priobshti.se/trainings/elektronen-kurs-zapoznavane-s-priobshtavashtoto-obrazovanie


In 2017 the free educational online tool Green Ideas For Tourism (GIFT) 
for Europe became accessible by the wider public at www.greentourism.eu.

he tool was nali ed in the framewor  of three international meetings held in each of the 
partners  home countries  inland, stonia and ulgaria. he rst meeting was hosted 
by the toc holm Environment Institute  allinn, in the resort town of Pärnu. In the course 
of e days, topics were discussed such as tourism and its impact on the en ironment, 

green labels, eco mapping, mind 
maps, global education, good ex-
amples of sustainable hotels, the 

I  for Europe tool and its func-
tions. The highlights were presen-
tations of the ecolabel for green 
electricity of EKO Energy Finland, 
an eco-mapping exercise at Hedon 
SPA hotel, visits to the Pärnu Col-
lege and Soomaa National Park.  

The next meeting was co-organized 
by the Centre for Inclusive Education 
and EcoSystem Europe and was 
held in Arbanasi; the topics were 
again related to the trends of sus-
tainable Finnish tourism; the prac-
tice of Moravsko Selo bio hotel; an 
eco-mapping exercise at Rachev 
Residence hotel; technology for en-
ergy access management at hotels 

Green Ideas For Tourism for Europe 
Online tool 

CHILDREN IN THE BIG WORLD Global and 
inclusive education 
are two sides of the 

same coin. On the one hand, 
we focus on children in order to 

support them and develop their potential. 
On the other hand, we teach children how they, their decisions and actions 

have an impact on the overall world and on all other people living in it. 

http://www.greentourism.eu/
http://www.greentourism.eu/
https://www.cie.bg/en/causa/Children-in-the-big-world


Erasmus+

he reen Ideas or ourism for Europe pro ect, a reement n. 
, has een funded with support from 

the European Commission.  his communication re ects the views 
only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible 
for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

of Kalirom company; Arbanasi 
– Veliko Tarnovo eco-trail and 
visit to Tsarevets Fortress.

he nal meeting hosted by 
the partners from Finland, 
Context Learning, was held 
in old capital city Turku and 
the highlights were: GreenKey 
Finnish label of sustainable ho-
tel management; trends of ru-
ral tourism in Finland, socially 
responsible and nature-friend-
ly management of the famous 
Moomin World theme park; a 
visit to Naantali.

A series of events were held 
at the end of the year, which 
familiarized school principals 
and teachers, professionals 
and entrepreneurs in the in-
dustry with the functions of 
the tool and the bene ts of in-
troducing it in school curricula 
and trainings.

The content of the tool is free of charge and 
accessible at www.greentourism.eu. To gain 
full access to the tool’s functions targeted at 
educators and teachers, please set up your 

own account and contact Stefan Stefanov at 
s.stefanov@cie-bg.eu

http://www.greentourism.eu


Sunny House

Sunny House is not a real house but specially arranged colorful and comfortable space 
which was created by the Centre for individual counseling with children aged 3 to 18 
years. 

The occasions to request consultation are different and strictly individual, which some-
times is an additional burden on parents as they are not sure what speci c specialist to 
approach, because a given occurrence may be both 
a central symptom of a disorder and a consequence 
of something else we observe in the child, or bearing 
relation to it.  

The specialists we work with are a psychologist and 
a team consisting of a speech therapist and a spe-
cial pedagogue. epending on the speci c case and 
individual child’s needs, one or more sessions may be 
needed, or longer therapeutic work. 

Prior to meeting those people in person, you can ac-
quaint yourselves with them, their professional com-
petency and experience at our website where you can 
also read descriptions of the way they work and in 
which cases they may be of help to you. 

If consultation is required with colleagues or special-
ists who are not at the Centre’s disposal, we do our 
best to help parents by offering information and rec-
ommendations.

https://www.cie.bg/bg/cat/slanchevata-kashta


At www.priobshti.se you can find further useful information and guidance about your 
forthcoming meeting and work with a specialist.

Whom should we approach for consultation and therapy?,  
Margarita Asparuhova-Kandilarova

What is the difference between psychologist, psychiatrist and 
psychotherapist?, Stefka Chincheva

Is it important for children to know what role the specialist has?,  
Margarita Asparuhova-Kandilarova

or in  with a psycholo ist  how important is parents  role ,  
Stefka Chincheva, Margarita Asparuhova-Kandilarova

What should be your realistic expectations of the therapist working with 
you or with your child?, Stefka Chincheva

We recommend the following articles:

65 of them were 
the result of fundraising 

campaign “Zhivko the Giraffe 
and friends help children with 
learning difficulties who spent 

the first years of their life in 
institutions“.

you or with your child?, Stefka Chincheva

6565

In 2017 the  
Sunny House provided

277 consultations.

http://www.priobshti.se
http://priobshti.se/article/podkrepa-ot-specialisti/kakva-e-razlikata-mezhdu-psiholog-psihiatur-i-psihoterapevt
http://priobshti.se/article/priobshtavashta-podkrepa/kolko-e-vazhno-za-decata-da-znayat-kakva-e-rolyata-na-specialista


How do we spend the funds raised by this campaign?

We offer speech therapy and psychological services to adopted children or children 
placed in foster care who spent the rst years of their li es in institutions.  

Why did we decide on this cause?

he presence of a family cannot compensate for the lac  of suf ciently good care in the 
rst years of childhood, which are crucial. hildren s stay in institutions has an impact on 

their emotional, mental and cognitive development. Most children coming from institu-
tions need additional support in order to match their peers in terms of learning.  

hildren with learning dif culties, no matter what they are caused by, are often considered 
stupid and lazy by their teachers and classmates. What is worse, these children gradually 
come to believe this and start perceiving themselves as such very quickly, and feel they 
are to blame for their learning dif culty.

Zhivko the Giraffe

9 775 BGN

3 490 BGN

10 390 BGN

Total sales income

Parents contribution

Donations

16 770 BGN

2 499 BGN
123 BGN

Total funds paid to consultants

Book republishing cost

Losses

Zhivko turns 7 years old!
from the start of the campaign until 2017:

consultations

969

children

19

4262 BGN
unexpended fundsEXPENSES: 19 393 BGN

INCOME: 23 656 BGN



Timely intervention by an appropriate spe-
cialist is important for positive personal self-
evaluation and for taking steps to overcome 
the dif culties by adopting speci c strategies 
for coping with challenges and self-training at 
school.

How are funds raised?

Through sales of children’s book “The giraffe who 
could not t into the oo . In recent years 100% 
of the revenues generated by the sale are donated 
and allocated for therapy of children.

Author Yana Kazakova, the Centre for Inclusive Edu-
cation and all* who circulate the book invest their 
labour free of charge, in support of children with 
learning dif culties who spent the rst years of their 
lives in institutions.  

. In recent years 100% 
of the revenues generated by the sale are donated 

Centre for Inclusive Edu
 who circulate the book invest their 

labour free of charge, in support of children with 
learning dif culties who spent the rst years of their 

-
 who circulate the book invest their 

labour free of charge, in support of children with 
learning dif culties who spent the rst years of their 

* The book may be purchased at the following places: Slanchica 
online store, the office of the Centre for Inclusive Education 
and from our partners whom we thank wholeheartedly for their 
voluntary support: 

Ciela Bookstores, +Tova, COCORICO cafe-boutique,  
Children’s House “Never-Ending Fairy Tale”, Laika.bg,  
Zoya.bg, MUZEIKO, Bird House workshop & bookstore.

A special event in 
January marked the 

sixth birthday of  
Zhivko and Friends.



We, at the Centre for Inclusive 
Education, believe that if teaching 
teams have to be supportive, they 
should be supported in the first 
place; therefore we deliver train-
ing and mentorship programmes 
to mainstream school teachers 
and resource teachers, educators, 
school managers and social work-
ers, so that they feel they are highly 

uali ed and well performing in their 
work.   

In the past year we held total 23 
trainings and trained more than 800 
teachers and specialists on different 
issues in areas such as school man-
agement, partnership with parents, 
child safeguarding, teaching prac-
tices, global education, etc.

Since the introduction of the MoE Information Register of endorsed programmes for in-
creasin  the uali cations of peda o ical specialists (IREP) in 2016, the Centre for Inclusive 
Education has recorded ten training programmes for educational specialists in the Regis-
ter. uccessful completion of any of the training programmes brings a single uali cation 
credit which educators need in the process of their appraisal under Ordinance No 12 of 

. .  concerning the 
status and professional 
development of teachers, 
school principals and other 
educational specialists.

Apart from IREP trainings, 
we also deliver tailor-made 
trainings upon request. 
The training topics and 
content are agreed in ad-

Trainings

https://www.cie.bg/en/cat/Training


vance so that they meet our partners’ needs 
and expectations as fully as possible. 

Further to offering trainings to specialists, 
the Centre for Inclusive Education also holds 
trainings and workshops targeted at children. 
We familiarize pupils and youths with the 
problems and contradictions of globalisa-
tion and the common search for solutions to 
global challenges, and also with the issues of 
child participation.

Some of the trainings offered by the Centre:

• “Child Participation Matters“ – a 
training seminar for teachers, edu-
cators and pedagogical councillors 

• Teamwork supporting personal de-
velopment in kindergartens and 
schools.

• Basic training seminar on develop-
ment of policies and procedures of 
child safeguarding at school

• The process of school self-eval-
uation and prioritizing using the 
School Environment Analysis Tool.

• Partnership with parents as an ele-
ment of the Model for building in-
clusive school environment. 

• The role of school management in 
the process of building inclusive 
school setting. Basics of effective 
school management.

• Early risk evaluation of learning 
difficulties at the stage of primary 
education – part 1. Entry card of ob-
servation of first-graders and ideas 
for activities and strategies for pro-
viding support in the classroom.

• Early risk evaluation of learning 
difficulties at the stage of primary 
education – 2nd part. Card of iden-
tification of difficulties in reading, 
writing and maths, and of ideas for 
activities and strategies for provid-
ing support in the classroom.

• Global civil education in civil, 
health, intercultural and environ-
mental education. 

• Timely identification of learning 
difficulties at the start of lower sec-
ondary education. Presentation of 
the Teacher’s Notebook for the 5th 
grade.

Keep yourself informed about the Centre's trainings at www.cie.bg, Training

https://www.cie.bg/en/cat/Training
https://www.cie.bg/en/cat/Training


Slanchitsa   
online store in support of learning 

 
Year 2017 was important for both the Centre for Inclusive Education and Slanchitsa 
online store maintained by us. Parallel to the unveiling of our organisation’s new site 
(www.cie.bg), the online store was integrated and is now a part of the site. Slanchitsa has 
furthermore a new look and thanks to this it can boast much more attractive and user-
friendly design. 

Pursuing its mission to support 
professionals, parents and children, 
Slanchitsa offers an increasingly 
wider range of books, learning aids 
and therapeutic dolls selected by 
the team of the Centre for Inclusive 
Education.

In the past year, apart from the 
products of the Institute for Positive 
Psychotherapy, which enjoy great 
popularity - booklet “Why me again? 
Therapeutical stories for children 
and parents“and Emotional Cards – 
on Slanchitsa you can now discover 
the latest part of the Positive Parenthood series – Creative Box “Emergency Care for Par-
ents”. This handbook contains various emotional and communication tasks that promote 
relations and improves child’s self-evaluation.

Slanchitsa offers more than 40 books and aids supporting 
learning, over 30 therapeutic dolls and a set of free re-

sources available to parents and 
teachers, while their number is 

continuously growing.

Positive Parenthood series – Positive Parenthood series – Positive Parenthood Creative Box “Emergency Care for Par

Slanchitsa offers more than 40 books and aids supporting 
learning, over 30 therapeutic dolls and a set of free re

sources available to parents and 
teachers, while their number is 

continuously growing.
Visit us at www.cie.bg  
and see what products 
we have selected!

https://www.cie.bg/bg/magazin
https://www.cie.bg/bg/magazin
http://www.cie.bg
https://www.cie.bg/bg/magazin
https://www.cie.bg/bg/magazin
https://www.cie.bg/bg/magazin
https://www.cie.bg/bg/magazin


School mediation

 
In 2016 we offered school mediation for the first time as an alternative to exhausting 
school battles between principals, teachers, pupils and parents, which often grow into 
desire to take things to court in order to prove one’s point.   

In 2017 an increasing number of people – parents, principals, representatives of mu-
nicipal administrations – approached us on a mediation procedure. A few of them 
reached as far as meeting together and nding a mutually acceptable solution through 
voluntary and equitable conversations; those who did were glad and moved along pleas-
antly surprised and satis ed with the process.

How does mediation work? 

sually someone calls and shares about a huge con ict that s he considers impossible to 
settle, while still asking: “Do you think mediation could help?” It depends on parties’ readi-
ness to nd a solution, but mediation could best support this process. he party that rst 
requests a mediator is often surprised that the other party is actually ready to participate 
and also looks for a solution.

What happens during mediation? 

Once the parties present their positions, which 
are usually known by both of them and which 
caused confrontation on numerous occasions, 
they realize that no solution is possible at the lev-
el of positions. Then real mediation starts – we 
ha e to nd out what actually shaped these rm 
positions, where misunderstandings have oc-
curred, expectations failed and how a party has 
refused to walk in the other party’s shoes. 

It is clear that a mediation procedure is unques-
tionably less expensive than court settlement, 
and besides, as judges say: “The greatest suc-
cess a judge can hope for is for both parties to be 

 contented. owe er, e ery party ghts for its 
100% and therefore they both always feel disad-
vantaged”. Mediation has a different goal – eve-
ryone should nd their  because mediation 
implies no division but rather expansion until an 
acceptable solution is found for all.

Училищна медиация

https://www.cie.bg/en/cat/mediation


Finance

Income

Expenses

59.7%

8.8%

20.9%

1.4%
9.2%

Programme activities/Working with schools
1 033 500 BGN
Organization Management and Development
152 470 BGN
Investment in a CIE-owned office
361 830 BGN
Business activities and programme co-funding
24 150 BGN
Upcoming programme activities in 2018
158 680 BGN

87%

5%

8%

Programme activities funding
1 505 240 BGN

Business activities
86 990 BGN

Fundraising
138 400 BGN



WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

About  the trainings:
• "The trainers are charismatic";
• "Organisation and preparations were 

very good";
 Clarity  how to cope with forthcomin  

tasks";
• "Spontaneous, sincere, valuable";
• "Keep doing this, it matters! The children 

thank you";

About the "Introduction to Inclusive 
Education" Online course:

• ”Many thanks for your hard work, ex-
tremely accessible and useful platform!”;

• „Extremely helpful, innovative and inter-
active course. Thank you!";

• "I am now much more sensitive to the 
subject";

• "My work with children with SEN is now 
easier and more productive";

From our facebook page: 
•  The CIE team: clever, creative, commit-

ted youn  people  with a loo  into the 
future, for our sake and for the sake of 
our children! They deserve respect and 
support!;

•  Very useful information! We’ll transfer 
it eyond the orders of ul aria  to 
the Bulgarian Sunday Schools abroad... 

reetin s ;
•  Thank you very much for this article. The 

situation you describe is identical to my 
own. At least now I know that I’m on the 
right track;

About our annual Conference on 
Inclusive Education:

•  „Congratulations on the event’s organi-
sation, on the quality of the audience and 
your courage to address publicly things 
in our reality which teachers usually have 
trouble hearing. Obviously through the 
years of hard work you have put in you 
have won the community's trust to an 
e tent allowin  you to do this  the same 
way one can afford telling a friend what 
his or her shortcomings are without hard 
feelings, but rather knowing that the pur-
pose of this is to offer help and construc-
tive improvement instead of targeted 
criticism“.

About the priobshti.se web portal:
 I li e the strate ies and the speci c prac-

tical models of working with children";
• "Opportunity to exchange practice and 

e perience in the eld of inclusive educa-
tion";

• "What I like most about the site is that 
many articles are posted almost daily, 
there are a lot of things one can learn";

• "Information about the regulatory frame-
work";

• "Democracy of opinions";
• "I like the style of narratives and the shar-

ing of good practice."

Throughout the year we received a lot of positive feedback from 
those we work with. Here is some of it:



+359 898 500 848

office@cie-bg.eu

www.cie.bg

www.priobshti.se

https://www.cie.bg/en
http://www.priobshti.se
https://www.cie.bg/en



